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Abstract
We introduce a method for visualizing evolving networks. In addition to the
intermediate states of the network, it conveys the nature of change between
states by unrolling the dynamics of the network. Each modification is shown in
a separate layer of a three-dimensional representation, where the stack of layers
corresponds to a time line of the evolution. We focus on networks of dynamic
discourse as the driving application, but the method extends to any type of
networks evolving in similar ways.
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Evolving networks are networks that change over time, thus presenting a
unique challenge to network visualization. They occur in diverse areas
such as Web graph analysis, social network analysis, software engineering,
and so on, and are often visualized using methods from dynamic graph
drawing.1,2 These methods typically generate a sequence of interdependent visualizations that represent intermediate states of the network, and
try to preserve the user’s mental map.3 Graph animation (see, e.g.,
Friedrich and Houle4) is often used to lower the cognitive effort required to
follow the transition from one visualization to the next.
However, if the actual changes occurring between consecutive states of
an evolving network are an essential aspect of the data to be analyzed, it is
not sufficient to compute interdependent layouts and animate between
them, since animations nicely represent the transition between states, but
do not allow a detailed scrutiny of change across several consecutive states.
Animating an evolving network is similar to showing a time series as a
point moving up and down rather than a graph. To facilitate simultaneous
analysis of state and preceding changes, it is necessary to somehow unroll
the process. Therefore, we propose to represent each step of a network’s
evolution as a layer in a three-dimensional visualization.
The problem is especially relevant to the domain of dynamic conversation and discourse. Researchers in a variety of social science disciplines are
interested in the dynamics of conversations and other streams of discourse.
By studying these dynamics they can better learn how meaning is created
and shaped through interaction. Here, looking only at transitions between
periodic states is like coming in on the middle of a conversation: to
understand what is really going on, the analyst needs a visual representation that conveys a sense of the history of the process, similar to what a
participant might have had.
The visualization approach introduced here has been developed with the
analysis of dynamic discourse in mind, but it is straightforwardly applied
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to any type of network that evolves similar ways. A recent
example influenced by our ideas are visualizations of
financial data.5
This paper is organized as follows. We begin in the next
section by describing an existing method for network text
analysis and its extension to dynamic discourse networks.
The proposed approach to visualizing them and some
illustrative examples are given in the section on Visually
unrolling network evolution. In the penultimate section,
we demonstrate the usage of our method on real-world
data. Some conclusions are offered in the final section.

Networks of dynamic discourse
In this section, we describe a recently introduced method
for static text analysis and its extension to dynamic
discourse such as human conversations, e-mail streams,
or newsgroup archives. The method is described in some
detail to emphasize the need for a visualization method
that displays the nature of change that leads to new states
of an evolving network.

Static text
Centering resonance analysis (CRA)6 is a method of network
text analysis7 that is designed for the study of complex
discourse systems. This encompasses a wide range of
phenomena, including interpersonal conversations,
group discussions, interaction in large organizations,
the Internet, and other mass media, as well as even larger
social groups.
Scholars interested in the analysis of such discourse
span a number of disciplines, including communication,8
linguistics,9 media studies,10 organizational studies,11
social psychology,12 and sociology.13 This is a diverse
group that defies overgeneralization; however, it seems
safe to say two things. First, these scholars all focus on
how language is used to construct meaning within and
across various episodes of communication. Discourse is
inherently processual, so there is always a critical
temporal element to these approaches. Second, the area
is largely dominated by challenging qualitative research
methods that call for either manual tracking of complex
structures across multiple texts, or tedious transcription
and analysis of conversation details and timing, including pauses, breaths, tone of voice and so on (see
Schiffirin14). As a result, these analyses are almost always
focused on very small samples of discourse.
CRA, and particularly its dynamic extension described
below, offers an alternative to these laborious manual
methods. It uses computational linguistics and linking
rules to transform text (or transcribed conversation) into
a network representation. The networks do not rely on
context-specific semantic rules, training sets, or predefined document collections to analyze texts, but rather
the method seeks to represent the author or speaker’s
communicative intent.6 CRA therefore automatically
produces stand-alone, abstract network representations
of texts that can be analyzed alone or arbitrarily
combined or compared with other CRA networks.

Let T be a grammatically correct text. CRA constructs a
graph G(T) ¼ (V,E) from T in the following way:
1. The text is split into individual sentences.
2. For each sentence, noun phrases are identified using
linguistic analysis.
3. A vertex is introduced for every nouna or adjective in a
noun phrase.
4. An edge is introduced between every pair of vertices
corresponding to words that occur in the same noun
phrase, or are consecutive in the same sentence.
Put another way, small networks are constructed
for each sentence, where words are considered linked if
they co-occur inside noun phrases or occur on adjacent
ends of consecutive noun phrases within that sentence.
These networks are merged over all the sentences in
the text.
The method thus yields a network of words comprising
the subjects and objects of the text and how these are
related to one another, and hence a representation of the
text’s structure. The graph G(T) is called the CRA network
of text T. An example of this construction is shown in
Figure 1.

Structural importance of words
Competent writers and speakers deploy words strategically to create a sensible, coherent message. Therefore,
the structural positions of words in a CRA network
G ¼ (V,E) reflect their importance or influence in structuring the meanings of the text. While many measures of
structural position are conceivable, CRA uses a particular
measure that reflects the extent to which a word is
involved in chains of association between other words in
the network.
Define the betweenness centrality16,17 a vertex vAV as
X sG ðs; tjvÞ
;
cv ¼
sG ðs; tÞ
s6¼v6¼t2V
where sG(s,t|v) is the number of shortest paths between s
and t passing through v, and sG(s, t) the total number of
shortest (s,t)-paths. Thus, a word with high betweenness
is influential because it is greatly involved in channeling
flows of meaning in the network.
In the example in Figure 1 vertices are placed at a
distance from the center that reflects their betweenness
centrality. Circles indicate the levels of centrality, and
vertices outside the outer circle (representing the smallest
non-zero centrality score) have zero centrality.
In a network with n vertices and m edges, betweenness
centrality can be computed in O(nm) time and O(n+m)
space as follows.18 The length and number of shortest
paths from a vertex sAV to all other vertices tAV is
determined by breadth-first search starting from s.
Instead of summing n2 fractions, which would yield an
a
We here disregard pronouns because the identity of particular
individuals is not especially relevant to the analysis. See Corman
et al.6 for more information on this choice and its implications.
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Figure 1 CRA network extracted from a short text sample. The merged, static network is visualized with concentric circles that
indicate levels of centrality.15 Thus, ‘house’, ‘freedom’, and ‘castle’ are the most influential words. (a) sample text T with highlighted
noun phrases (stemmed words in boldface) (b) first sentence (c) second sentence (d) CRA network G(T)

overall running time of O(n3), we exploit recurrence
X sG ðs; vÞ
ð1 þ dG ðsjwÞÞ;
dG ðsjvÞ ¼
s ðs; wÞ
w:v2Ps ðwÞ G
P
sG ðs; tjvÞ=sG ðs; tÞ is the dependency of s
where dG ðsjvÞ ¼
t2V

and v and Ps(w) is the set of all immediate predecessors
of
P
w on shortest paths from s to w. Since cv ¼
dG ðsjvÞ,
s2V

betweenness can be accumulated from n breadth-first
searches, resulting in an overall running time of O(nm)
rather than O(n3). Moreover, space complexity is reduced
from O(n2) to O(n+m). See Brandes18 for details and note
that CRA networks tend to be sparse.

Dynamic discourse
CRA has so far been applied to the analysis of static texts.
However, discourse is best thought of as dynamic,
involving a sequence of speaking turns or a set of timeordered written texts (e.g., e-mails, press releases). One
could analyze such a sequence of smaller texts by
aggregating them into one large text and constructing a
CRA network for it. However, change is a primary feature
of interest, so analyzing a CRA network of the entire
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discourse neglects what happens within turns or texts
and the relation of words between them and across sets of
them. The basic CRA framework is therefore extended to
dynamic centering resonance analysis (DCRA) as follows.6
A discourse is a sequence D ¼ (S1, y, Sk) of epsiodes St
that represent, for example, a single speaking turn or a
serial item of written text. The straightforward generalization of analyzing the CRA network G(St) of each
episode ignores interdependences among them. It is a
crucial feature of discourse that humans have (limited)
conversational memory.19 In a longer conversation things
said recently are more relevant than those said long ago,
and beyond a certain point in the conversation the
utterances are irrelevant (or nearly so) to what is being
said at present. Thus, we use a parameter d to represent
the depth of this conversational memory, or more
generally dependence, appropriate in a given context.
A parameter d is therefore used to represent the depth of
conversational memory, or more generally dependence,
appropriate in a given context. At any given point in
time, say t, 1ptpk, we define the state of the discourse to
be Tt ¼ (St – d0 +1,y,St), where d0 ¼ min{d, t}, that is the text
obtained from concatenating episodes in the conversational memory. The importance of words is relative to
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conversational memory, and hence calculated in each
G(Tt). Thus, importance is dynamic and relative to the
changing circumstances of the conversation. The sequence G(D) ¼ (G(T1), y, G(Tk)) constitutes the evolving
discourse network.

Visually unrolling network evolution
Evolving networks are characterized by the (in general
gradual) change of the state of a network between
consecutive points in time. Standard methods for
dynamic graph visualization generate a drawing for each
such state (taking into account the drawings of previous
states) and animate between consecutive states, thus
maintaining the user’s mental map and smoothing the
transition from one state to another.
However, even the most recent history of a state, and
thus the nature of change that occurred, cannot be
recognized from that state’s visualization. We therefore
propose a visualization method that allows us to examine
simultaneously the state of a network and the changes
that led to it by unrolling the sequence of events.

Evolutionary cross-sections
Networks evolving in discrete steps are composed of
subnetworks that exist at particular points in time. Since
the abstract information inherent to these networks
consists of both the structure of subnetworks and changes
between them, we propose a layered visualization design
in which each newly introduced part of the network is
shown in a layer of its own, and the composition of
consecutive layers represents the corresponding state of
the network. In other words, we unroll the dynamics of
networks into its constituent layers.
In dynamic discourse, each episode induces a modification of the current state through the addition of edges,
the potential creation of vertices, and the deletion of
edges and vertices that drop out of conversational
memory. The layer introduced into our visualization at
time t therefore shows only the elements induced by the
corresponding episode, that is G(St). By displaying layers
exactly for those episodes that make up the current
conversational memory, and by making these layers
semitransparent, we obtain a visual representation that
can be viewed from the top to infer the entire state G(Tt)
of the conversation. However, it also shows the individual contribution of each epsiode St – d+1, y, St with past
epsiodes slowly fading away. In Figure 2, each sentence of
the quote in Figure 1 is interpreted as an epsiode of its
own.
Layout
Any graph layout algorithm might be used to determine
the layout of layers and, in fact, the algorithm should be
chosen in close accordance with the substantive background of the application generating the graph.
In principle, there is no look-ahead in a conversation
and the layout of each layer should be contingent only
on the layout of preceding layers, that is an algorithm for

on-line dynamic graph layout is sought.20 However, our
column-like representation of vertices prevents subsequent adjustments of positions, so that only newly
introduced vertices can be placed freely, while all others
are fixed at their position in previous layers.
Since this highly constrained, serial layout results in
poor readability of subsequent layers, we take a different
approach. At least today, dynamic discourse analysis is
not carried out in real time, so that all slices of a discourse
are available from the beginning. We can therefore
compute a layout of the CRA network G(D) of the entire
discourse D ¼ (S1, y, Sk), and use its vertex positions for
the layout of layers G(St), 1ptpk.
The global static layout algorithm chosen is a spring
embedder variant that corresponds to metric multidimensional scaling of pairwise distances.21 Such layouts
graphically support the intuition of words being close or
distant in terms of the structure of the discourse. See
Figure 2(b) for an example. The algorithm’s objective
function is to minimize the squared differences between
distances in the layout and distances in the graph,
weighted by the square of that distance. This is known
as local scaling, because it reduces the influence of longrange relations. For G ¼ (V,E) and vertex positions (xv)vAV
we want to minimize
X ðjjxu xv jj dG ðu; vÞÞ2
;
dG ðu; vÞ2
u;v2V
where dG(u,v) is the length of a shortest path between u
and v in G. This is an NP-hard task, so that gradient
methods moving one vertex at a time are used to obtain a
local minimum. A straightforward implementation runs
in time O(n2) per iteration, but typically few iterations are
required.
Rather than starting with a random layout of the entire
graph, it is useful to compute a preliminary layout of a
prefix of the evolving sequence and add one slice at a
time, with a few iterations of the gradient method to
obtain a layout for the prolonged prefix. The benefit is
two-fold. First, it has been shown experimentally that
incremental addition of vertices improves the overall
performance of the layout algorithm.22 And second, it
takes into account the evolution of the graph by
increasing the influence of early states without neglecting the later states. This modification thus combines the
advantages of global and incremental layout according to
the evolution of the graph. We are now experimenting
with other types of layout algorithm to further improve
the substantive interpretability of layouts, and the
efficiency of their computation.

Additional attributes
Several aspects of a layered visualization can be varied to
enrich its information content. In the context of
discourse networks, the most interesting additional
information are the speakers in each turn, and the
changing importance of words.
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Figure 2 Quote from Figure 1 treated as if sentences were from different speakers. The contents are almost disjoint, but linked
through ‘house’. Hence, ‘house’ becomes more influential after the second sentence, whereas most other words show decreasing
importance. (a) stacked episodes of dynamic discourse (b) topic separation, fading in conversational memory (c) changing
importance of words

We therefore assign a distinct color to each speaker and
border each layer according to whose turn it represents.
An edge is colored according to the speaker inducing it.
Finally, the color of a speaker that introduces a word into
the conversational memory is used for the corresponding
vertex. This is illustrated in Figure 2(a).
As outlined in Section 2.2, the current importance of a
word is captured by its betweenness centrality in the
current state of the conversation. The change in centrality is conveyed by varying the thickness of columns
that represent vertices. Let c – and c+ be the minimum and
maximum centrality score over the entire discourse, then
the radius of a vertex v with centrality cv(t) at time t is
defined as
r þ

cv ðtÞ c
ðrþ
cþ c

r Þ;

where r – and r+ denote the minimum and maximum
desired thickness of vertices, so that the entire interval is
actually used. In a top-down view, this results in central
words being larger than peripheral words. Figure 2(c)

Information Visualization

shows how, when viewed from the side, the changing
thickness of a column depicts the centrality profile of a
word.
To reduce the complexity of large data sets, an
importance threshold can be specified to exclude less
important words from the visualization and emphasize
the main structure of the discourse.

Application examples
To evaluate our approach for exploratory analysis of
evolving networks, a visualization system using Java and
yFiles,23 a library for drawing graphs, is implemented.
The current prototype produces interactive visualizations
through the extended application interface (EAI) for
VRML, so that users can move forward and backward in
the discourse and rotate, zoom, and pan the scene to view
it from any point and orientation. In addition, each state
is shown in a two-dimensional visualization that can be
manipulated by the user, for example to highlight certain
aspects by changing the layout, switch individual vertex
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Figure 3

Incoherent discourse.

labels on and off, or archive the current state in a VRML
file.
The following are examples in which the system is used
to support DCRA on recorded conversational data. Any
other type of incrementally evolving networks, in which
states are defined by cross-sections, would be appropriate
as well. While the first example is crafted, the other two
are extracts of real discourses.

Incoherence
An important feature of discourse is coherence. If we
have a sequence of random statements that make sense in
themselves but have nothing to do with one another,
these cannot form a coherent body of discourse. Visual
DCRA should be able to identify these cases, and not
create a lot of artifacts that make them appear integrated
or sensible. To test for this we created a set of five
arbitrary clips from unrelated sources and treated these as
episodes of a discourse. The results are shown in Figure 3.
These clips clearly occupy distinct areas in the layout and
colors representing them are mostly confined to their
own episode. There are only a few cases where layers
connect due to chance common occurrence of the same
word.
Conversation
The first recorded example demonstrates the ability of
our visualizations to indicate significant interventions by
participants in a conversation. We analyzed a transcript
of a video-taped conversation between Osama bin Laden
and a man identified as ‘Shaykh’, which was released in
December 2001.b The conversation begins with pleasantries and is structured almost exclusively by ‘Shaykh’.
b
The transcript has been published by CNN at http://
www.cnn.com/2001/US/12/13/tape.transcript. The first segment
of the transcript was subjected to DCRA, with small disconnected
components of the network (paths of length at most four) having
been removed and evaluated separately.

After several turns, bin Laden makes an abstract reference
to Koranic stories, thus marking a topic shift to reminiscing about the World Trade Center attacks. The DCRA
visualization in Figure 4 shows this transition clearly. The
dark nodes introduced by ‘Shaykh’ can still be seen on
recent layers, but the top layer has words introduced
by bin Laden, shown in light color, that connect to
only two of ‘Shaykh’’s words (‘allah’ and ‘people’).
Otherwise, new words are introduced and links are
mostly between those.
The examples in Figures 5 and 6 display other crucial
excerpts from the conversation. While the first is
probably the most frequently cited statement in the
conversation, the second is an example of how a
theme is picked up and reflected upon from a different
angle.

Dispute
The speakers in the second application are not exchanging information, but try to keep the upper hand
in a dispute before an audience. Hence, the nature of the
discourse should be different, too.
The following example consists of eight turns from the
US Supreme Court deliberations in the Bush vs Gore case
that decided the 2000 elections (Table 1). They constitute
an exchange between Justice Kennedy (light) and Vice
President Gore’s lawyer, Mr. Boies (dark), at the very
beginning of Boies’s arguments. The original text of the
turns is given in Figure 1, and Figure 7 shows two
different views of turns 2 – 8.
Figure 7(a) shows the two-dimensional view of the
entire conversational memory. Its layout has been
modified manually to eliminate edge crossings and to
improve the spatial grouping of words used by the two
participants. The most influential words in these turns
are ‘florida’ and ‘supremecourt’. Also influential are
‘cognizance’ (linked to ‘supremecourt’) as well as ‘law’
and ‘opinion’ (both of which are linked to ‘florida’). So at
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Figure 4

bin Laden initiating a topic shift.

Figure 5

‘ywe calculated in advance the number of casualties from the enemyy’.

a gross level we can identify the discourse as being about
Florida law, the Florida opinion, and cognizance of its
Supreme Court.
The evolution of this network is unrolled in Figure 7(b).
It amply illustrates our point about the importance of the
unrolling operation for this kind of analysis. Looking
beneath the top layer, we can see that the words on the
left side are all associated with Kennedy, and those on the
right are all associated with Boies. The words associated
with Boies are about the Florida opinion, its quality, and
the cognizance of the Florida Supreme Court. The words
associated with Kennedy, on the other hand, are about
the law, especially changes in the law with respect to
language in ‘threeusc’ (a US federal law related to the

Information Visualization

case), and a new law related to the deadline. Again
excluding the top turn, the only nodes they use in
common are: ‘federal’, ‘deadline’, ‘florida’, and ‘supremecourt’. So it appears that Boies was making an effort to
keep the discussion on his issues and not really engaging
Kennedy’s inquiries.
Finally, in the last (top) turn, see Boies making a
statement that connects to ‘language’ on Kennedy’s side.
This same statement talks about the issue of a new law,
finally connecting to Kennedy’s issues. This giving in to
Kennedy’s queries marks a change point in the discussion, because on the next turn Chief Justice Rhenquist
takes over with more technical questions about ‘sectionfive’ of ‘threeusc’.
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Figure 6

After bin Laden has completed his account of the ‘event’, ‘Shaykh’ reflects on coverage in the ‘news’ and other reactions.

Table 1

Eight episodes from the Bush vs Gore case

Speaker
Boies
Kennedy

Boies

Kennedy

Boies

Kennedy
Boies

Rehnquist

Text
Thank you. Mr. Chief Justice, may it please the court. Let me begin by addressing what happened in the Beckstrom case
that Mr. Klock refers to.
Could we begin with jurisdiction first? The Supreme Court of Florida said that it was cognizant, and the legislature was
cognizant, of 3USC Section 5. And for convenience sake, let’s call that new law. That’s not exactly this, but when the
Supreme Court used that word, I assumed it used it in a legal sense. Cognizance means to take jurisdiction of, to take
authoritative notice. Why doesn’t that constitute an acceptance by the Supreme Court of the proposition that 3USC
Section 5 must be interpreted in this case?
I think, your honor, and, obviously, this court and the Florida Supreme Court is the best interpreter of that opinion, but I
think a reasonable interpretation of that opinion is to say that what the Florida Supreme Court meant by cognizance is
that it was taking into account the desire to get the election over in time so that everyone would have the advantage of
the safe harbor, and I think that goes throughout the opinion.
The language used in 3USC Section 5 is garden-variety language, so far as the courts are concerned. We can determine
whether or not there is a new law or an old law. That’s completely susceptible of judicial interpretation, is it not?
[Omitted: BOIES: Yes, I think it is, your honor.] All right. And it seems to me that if the Florida court, and presumably the
Florida legislature, have acted with reference to 3USC Section 5, that it presents now a federal question for us to
determine whether or not there is or is not a new law by reason of the two Florida Supreme Court decisions?
Except, your honor, what the Florida Supreme Court did, I think, in its opinion is to say that in terms of looking at how to
remedy the situation, it needed to be cognizant of the fact that there was this federal deadline out there that was going
to affect Florida’s electors if that deadline was not met.
Well, of course, the deadline is meaningless if there’s a new law involved, and that’s part of the equation, too.
Yes, but what I would say is that whether or not there is a new law, that is, whether there is a change in the enactment in
the language of the statute or the Constitution, is something that has to be decided in the initial instance by the Florida
Supreme Court interpreting Florida law.
Mr. Boies, there are really two parts to that sentence of Section 5. One is the law in effect at the time, and the other is,
finally determined six days before the date for choosing electors. Do you think the Florida Court meant to acknowledge?
It seems to me since it’s cited generally, they must have acknowledged both of those provisions.

Discussion
A different kind of change in discourse can be described
more as gradual movement than wholesale change or
avoidance. Here, we are interested in processes where an
idea expressed at one point in a conversation is linked to
an idea at a subsequent point in the conversation, and so

on in a chaining-out fashion. In a DCRA visualization,
such a structure appears as a staircase-like configuration.
A brief real-life example of this form comes from a
transcript of a graduate seminar discussion on group
decisions support systems (GDSS). Figure 8 shows one
part of the discussion where the issue was whether results
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Figure 7

Structured dispute in court. (a) conversational memory (b) conversational memory unrolled.

from GDSS studies using students are valid for real
organizational settings.
In the layer below the surface, a student had made a
rather complicated point about how students were
unlikely to feel the same pressure to make quality
decisions using the technology as in real organizations.
On the top layer the instructor draws out the point that
students are more willing to engage in quick processes to
get their decisions made. This forms a small staircase,
‘technology’ – ‘student’ – ‘quick’ – ‘process’, representing a
movement in the conversation from students’ relation

Information Visualization

with the technology to their relation with a particular
kind of process.

Conclusions
We have presented a visualization approach for evolving
networks and applied it to visualize networks created by
DCRA.
Based on the above examples, we conclude that DCRA
visualizations are capable of indicating prominent features of discourse. They can show major interventions
where a participant in a conversation changes the
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Figure 8

Topical movement in group discussion illustrated by a ‘staircase’ structure: ‘technology’ – ‘student’ – ‘quick’ – ‘process’.

direction of a conversation. They can also show the
more subtle movement involved in chaining ideas
across turns. Finally, they can indicate cases where
discourse is incoherent. It should be noted, though,
that these conclusions have not yet been validated
empirically.
Assessment of its potential for detecting more complex
features of discourse awaits further research. For instance,
it is planned to apply seriously visual DCRA to courtroom negotiations to identify or highlight strategies used
by lawyers in particular cases. Potential other applications include newsgroup postings, organizational communication, and media streams. The sequence of
importance scores for topics generated by DCRA can also
be used as input for visualization approaches that do not
depict network structure (see, e.g., Havre et al.24).
We see two implications for a fully developed DCRA
visualization system. First, it could work as a tool in
support of existing manual analysis methods. DCRA can
tell us interesting things about the way a stream of
discourse is unfolding, but it is not a substitute for
interpretation by a human when complex questions of
meaning are at stake. However, even in these situations it
could be of considerable use to an analyst by identifying
change points in the conversation, showing variation in
the influence of different words, and so on.
Second, DCRA could enable new kinds of research on
discourse. One of the chief limitations of existing
methods is the degree of ‘manual labor’ involved in
the analysis. As an automatic method, DCRA could
allow quick analysis of dynamics in very broad
systems of discourse. In addition, some of the patterns
demonstrated in this paper could reveal new things
about these systems. For example, the ‘stairstep’ linking
of words across layers is a structure that represents the

chaining of ideas across time and sources. Identifying
these in the discourse of something like a scientific
discipline should provide insight into the way new ideas
develop.
One of the most interesting new applications would be
the analysis of real-time conversation by coupling DCRA
with voice recognition technology. We can envision a
system, for instance, that monitors meetings and advises
the group when its discussion is becoming incoherent, or
has stayed on a single subject for too long. Unfortunately,
although voice recognition technology has matured to
the point that it makes a useful input device for some
scientific applications under controlled conditions,25
accurate speaker-independent continuous speech recognition remains in the future.26 We hope to develop DCRA
to exploit these advances as they arise.
Visual unrolling exploits a characteristic property of
dynamic discourse and similar types of evolving networks, namely that change occurs only through the
addition of new edges and vertices, and the deletion of
the least recently introduced vertices and edges in the
current state. It will be interesting to extend our method
to the types of networks that evolve with arbitrary
deletions.
Another direction for future research is the extension
to real-time situations, for example by using dynamic
graph layouts methods that produce suitable layouts of
layers subject to many fixed positions inherited from
earlier layers, or by relaxing the latter constraint and
allowing vertex-representing columns to bend.
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